Fast Forward-Dynamics Tracking Simulation: Application to Upper Limb and Shoulder Modeling.
Musculoskeletal simulation can be used to estimate muscle forces in clinical movement studies. However, such simulations typically only target movement measurements and are not applicable to force exertion tasks which are commonly used in rehabilitation therapy. Simulations can also produce nonphysiological joint forces or be too slow for real-time clinical applications, such as rehabilitation with real-time feedback. The objective of this study is to propose and evaluate a new formulation of forward-dynamics assisted tracking simulation that incorporates measured reaction forces as targets or constraints without any additional computational cost. We illustrate our method with idealized proof-of-concept models and evaluate it with two upper limb cases: Tracking of hand reaction forces during an isometric force-generation task and constraining glenohumeral joint reaction forces for stability during arm elevation. We show that the addition of reaction force optimization terms within our simulations generates plausible muscle force predictions for these tasks, which are strongly related to reaction forces in addition to movement. Execution times for all models tested were not different when run with or without the reaction force optimization term, ensuring that the simulations are fast enough for real-time clinical applications. Our novel reaction force optimization term leads to more realistic shoulder reaction forces, without any additional computational costs. Our formulation is not only valuable for shoulder simulations, but could be used in various clinical situations (e.g., for different joints and rehabilitation therapy tasks) where the direction and/or magnitude of reaction forces are of interest.